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HOW TO WRITE A KILLER SPEECH

So you have to write a speech. Maybe it’s a sales pitch, special occasion speech, university presentation, lecture,
wedding speech, workplace presentation, tutorial or an oral exam. And you just don’t know where to begin or how to
begin writing your speech. You want to have impact, you want to be persuasive and you want to be memorable.
This is a common problem and one of the most frequent questions that I get asked. “How do I write and prepare a
speech?” This one day workshop, along with your free copy of the “Killer Speech Writing Workbook” and the “Killer
Speech Writing CD and speech writing templates”, will show you the steps and guide you through the process of
writing that killer speech. You will learn:
Where to begin
What components are necessary to make the speech work
The importance of a strong theme
If they only remember one thing
How to build relevance for your audience into your speech
The use of personal stories
Speaking extemporaneously
How to put it all together
How to prepare for the big day
At the end of the workshop, you will have a real written speech, ready to practice and polish and present to your
audience. You will also have the skills and confidence to write future speeches using this proven formula.

Speech writing workbook and speech writing CD

After this workshop you will have all of the tools and ingredients that you will need to write a killer speech. You will
also take away a firm outline and structure of a real speech on your topic, that you will be able to practice and refine
and use as real speech.

**This workshop can be customised to meet your organizational training needs and the key learning outcomes set to
match your requirements. It can be delivered in a full day or half day format. Two or more of our different workshops
can be combined to form a 2-day masterclass.

PETER DHU PRESENTS: PUBLIC SPEAKING, PRESENTATION SKILLS AND FEEL THE FEAR PROGRAM

About Peter
Peter Dhu is an experienced and
acclaimed keynote speaker, trainer and
coach in the area of presentation skills,
public speaking and overcoming fear.
For over 20 years Peter has helped
thousands of people overcome their
fear of public speaking and become
more confident and effective in the
delivery of their presentations.

Peter has helped people find their voices and their passion so that they can now share
these with the world with courage and conviction through their own presentations.
His style is inspirational and transformational. He uses his own story of adversity mixed
with experiential learning, example and theory to create a rich learning environment. A
medical scientist by profession, Peter has also studied extensively in the area of business
and leadership, culminating in his Masters of Business and Administration and Diploma in
Professional Coaching. Peter has extensive experience in the area of business
communication, presentation skills and personal effectiveness.
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